
HOW TO WRITE A FREE VERSE POEM WORKSHEET

Your first thought might be: â€œFree-verse is free. Just write it.â€• But writing without form is actually impossible. A
pattern will always emerge in.

Listen to two people reading the same section of a story. Sound Bonding: You may feel drawn to clanging
clashing sounds or mellifluous lullabies. It's how the line is broken. Write a paragraph including your best
words and phrases. Then we can go back and edit the words, removing unnecessary ones or choosing more
powerful synonyms, and working to cut and shape the poem. Rewrite this part ending your lines the way you
want. What words do you want to stand out? Then rewrite it with a gloomier mood. Define it by describing
how the author uses syllables, stresses, line-length, line-breaks, sound and other tools. Musical Rhythm: Like
the soundtrack to a movie, your beats and cadence will carry your meaning and imagery. You may find a form
that fits better for you this way. How would you define each form? Just write it. I could call myself a syllabic
poet, but I won't. Some people may say they're metric poets or formless poets. A variety of poetic devices may
be woven throughout the piece. It's up to you. The method has become popular with young writers because of
the ease of creation, but should free-verse truly be easy and formless? You may arrange your poem in stanzas
of two or more lines. You need only follow the rules of the pattern. It's your thing. Its popularity stems from
the belief that free verse is poetry without rules; after all, it doesn't rhyme, and it doesn't have a meter. With
free verse, there is no pattern until the poet creates one! You may break stanzas in mid-sentence to draw
attention to a specific word or phrase. And please don't sit down to write a free-verse poem. Without a
specified frame or box to fill, such as a sonnet or haiku, you don't know where to stop or start. There is still a
lyric quality to it. Read it aloud. Through study, thought, and revision you will find what structure is
appropriate for the piece of art you are building.


